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ABSTRACT Earth Observation applications are demanding higher spatial resolution and shorter revisit
times than existing systems, which can be met by ad-hoc constellations of Federated Satellite Systems.
These systems are distributed satellite architectures which rely on the collaboration between satellites that
share unused resources, such as memory storage, computing capabilities, or downlink opportunities. In the
same context, the Internet of Satellites paradigm expands the federation concept to a multi-hop scenario,
without predefining a particular satellite system architecture, and deploying temporal satellite networks. The
basis of both concepts is the offer of unused satellite resources as services. Therefore, it is necessary that
satellites notify their availability to the other satellites that compose the system. This work presents a novel
Opportunistic Service Availability Dissemination Protocol, which allows a satellite to publish an available
service to be consumed by others. Details of the protocol behavior, and packet formats are presented as part of
the protocol definition. The protocol has been verified in a realistic scenario composed of Earth Observation
satellites, and the Telesat mega-constellation as network backbone. The achieved results demonstrate the
benefits of using a protocol as the proposed one, which in some cases even doubles the amount of data that
can be downloaded. To the best of our knowledge, this proposal is the first protocol that allows deploying
opportunistic services for Federated Satellite Systems.
INDEX TERMS Federated satellite systems, satellite networks, inter satellite network, Internet of Satellites,
earth observation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, novel space applications have emerged to satisfy
current environmental, socio-economic, and geo-political
demands. The Horizon 2020 Operational Network of Indi-
vidual Observation Nodes (ONION) project [1] identified the
needs of the Earth Observation (EO) community. Specifi-
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Mohammad Tariqul Islam .
cally, applications to monitor marine weather forecast, and
marine fishery pressure are the most demanded ones to cover
Arctic changes, followed by hydric stress monitoring (i.e. soil
moisture) as a proxy of desertification, and crop yield, among
other effects. Moreover, the increase of climate disasters
have accentuated the need of a continuous monitoring and
an accurate prediction mechanism [2]. As pointed out in [3],
these applications can only be achieved with low latency and
sub-metric spatial resolution observations. The consequence
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of having an instrument that provides these measurements
would entail the increase of the data volume generated by the
satellite.
Some proposals have addressed this challenge by intelli-
gently reducing the generated amount of data by means of
data compression [4], or as in the case of the FSSCat mission
[5] by discarding useless generated data. Specifically, this
mission includes the φ-sat-1 technology demonstrator [6],
an hyperspectral camera with an Artificial Intelligence (AI)
processor that discards images covered by clouds. Even
though these optimizations, the problem of downloading the
large volumes of useful data generated still remains. Mono-
lithic satellite missions have normally addressed this situa-
tion by using more ground stations. Placing these stations in
strategic locations increments the number of contacts with the
satellite, and thus the capacity to download data. Neverthe-
less, this approach is limited to transferring data over a set
of ground stations, being difficult to achieve a low latency
(i.e. near-real-time services). Additionally, the use of a large
ground station network considerably raises the mission cost.
Despite these difficulties, the improvement of the download
capacity still seems the correct strategy.
Distributed Satellite Systems (DSS) have emerged as a
moderate-risk and cost-effective solution to meet these new
demands. DSS are described as an ensemble of satellites
that share a global and common objective. As presented in
[7], different DSS architectures have been proposed in the
last years. Some of them include satellite-to-satellite com-
munications [8]. In this context, a satellite could download
data using the ground station contact of another satellite,
increasing thus the overall download capacity. The Federated
Satellite System (FSS) concept [9] aims at addressing this
situation by promoting collaborations between satellites to
share unused resources, such as memory storage or downlink
opportunities. These collaborations, called federations, are
established sporadically and opportunistically depending on
the availability of the resources to be shared. The federation
is established through an Inter-Satellite Link (ISL), which
is a point-to-point communication link between satellites.
Due to satellite dynamics, an ISL is characterized by being
feasible only during a lapse of time, impacting the federation
stability.
To overcome this situation, the Internet of Satellites (IoSat)
paradigm [10] expands this concept to a multi-hop scenario,
and without predefining any satellite system architecture.
In this paradigm, satellites decide to deploy sporadic and tem-
poral networks, called Inter-Satellite Networks (ISN). These
networks are composed of satellites that work as intermediate
nodes, transferring data from a source to a destination. Note
that these networks follow the nature of the federations, being
created only when they are needed (i.e. on-demand). This
IoSat paradigm introduces new communications challenges
due to its opportunistic nature. The challenge of deploy-
ing and constructing an ISN has previously been discussed
in [11]. Specifically, the definition of the network is charac-
terized by the identification of the different routes composed
of satellites that remotely interconnect two of them. The
routing protocol is responsible of performing this task in each
satellite.
The basis of the FSS and the IoSat paradigms is the pos-
sibility to opportunistically share unused satellite resources.
These resources are commonly used by the satellite itself,
which changes their state over time. A traditional satellite
design always ensures the availability of these resources by
oversizing them. For this reason, satellites can have excess
capacity at certain moments of the mission, being able to
offer them as services. Those satellites are known as ser-
vice providers, and the ones that use the services are known
as customers. Due to the state fluctuation of the resources,
the associated service is not always available. This temporal
availability generates valuable opportunities to consume the
service that should be used by the customers. Therefore,
a mechanism to notify the available servicesmust be designed
to catch these opportunities.
Previous research [12] centered on fairly assigning the
value of the satellite resources according to the provider con-
currence, and customer demand. An operational model was
developed in [13] to allocate processing, storage and com-
munication resources to computational demands. An optimal
solution to process satellite tasks, allocate links, store and
delivery data is determined by means of a mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) formulation. A trusted auction-
eer leverages on a mechanism to allocate the resources, and
suggest prices for exchanging resources across the federation.
This centralized approach can compensate the adverse effects
of strategic biddings on collective value, and increases the
number of resources exchanged in a federation. A similar
mechanism to manage and distribute the available services
based on pricing and auctions is proposed in [14]. The pro-
posed solution uses the communications protocol stack pre-
sented in [15] to exchange information about the auctions
status between the satellites. This protocol stack enables the
satellites to constantly transmit information about the net-
work status, in addition to the details of the available services.
Although this approach is functional, constant transmissions
can provoke a waste of power for those satellites that are iso-
lated, and do not participate in the network. Furthermore, all
the satellites are transmitting network information while they
are not providing any kind of service. Thus, this approach
is not suitable for sporadic and opportunistic scenarios, such
as IoSat and FSS. A more efficient mechanism must be
conceived.
This work proposes the Opportunistic Service Availability
Dissemination Protocol (OSADP) to deal with this situation.
This protocol performs the publication of the available ser-
vices following a decentralized transmission. In particular,
this publication is done only by the service providers, which
is intelligently forwarded node-by-node, and its propagation
is bounded. Thanks to this adjustment, unnecessary trans-
missions from other satellites are avoided. Once a satellite
receives this publication and is interested to consume the
service, it can establish the federation using the protocol
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presented in [16]. Note that the pricing algorithm presented
in [14] can also be executed using the OSADP.
This work presents thus the details of the protocol, and its
performance after simulating it in a realistic scenario. The
protocol is evaluated in a scenario that includes different EO
satellites (currently orbiting) that generate data, and down-
load it using the capabilities of the other satellites thanks
to the OSADP. Additionally, the Telesat mega-constellation
[17] has been included in the scenario as a network backbone
to increase the connectivity of the network. The analysis
is conducted using the satellite network simulation engine
presented in [18]. The results demonstrate the benefits of
using the OSADP to notify downlink opportunities among the
satellites, highly increasing the amount of downloaded data.
Additionally, they demonstrate that a mega-constellation can
be really useful also for satellite-to-satellite applications.
In summary, the presented work provides: 1) a detailed
description of the OSADP and its features, 2) a performance
analysis evaluating the benefits of applying this protocol,
3) a topology study of applying a mega-constellation as a
network backbone, and 4) proofs of the benefits of using
mega-constellations for satellite-to-satellite applications.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. First,
Section II discusses the nature of the services and presents
the details about the OSADP. The simulation scenario and
the satellite model are then presented in Section III. Charac-
teristics of the simulation engine are detailed in Section IV.
The analysis and results are exposed in Section V. Finally,
Section VI concludes the work.
II. OPPORTUNISTIC SERVICE AVAILABILITY
DISSEMINATION PROTOCOL
In all missions, the satellite has to perform different actions
that are scheduled over time (e.g. payload execution, com-
munications with the ground station), which conform the
well-known mission plan. Different researchers have been
working on conceiving mechanisms to design the optimum
plan [19], [20]. All of them have remarked the importance
to properly model satellite resources [21]. In this context,
a resource is an abstract object that encapsulates a system
capacity, which is typically associated to a satellite subsys-
tem or device (e.g. the available power is associated to the
batteries). However, other less tangible resources have also
been considered crucial for the mission. It is the case of the
mission plan defined in [22], which also considers ground
station contacts as an important satellite resource.
These resources are consumed or released by the different
actions that the satellite must perform, known as satellite
tasks. These tasks change the state of the resources over
time. Normally, resources are oversized to always ensure
its availability. Therefore, satellites have excess capacity at
certainmoments of themission, being able to offer this excess
to others. The FSS approach [9] proposes the interaction of
satellites to optimize these unused resources. In this regard,
a satellite offers its remaining resources as services, known
as the service provider. These services can be consumed by
other satellites to perform their tasks, known as customers,
and can be offered only when they are available. For instance,
a satellite can offer the service to download data because it is
in contact with a ground station.
Due to the fluctuation of the resources usage, the service
is not always available. The corresponding service becomes
thus time-dependent, being just available during a lapse of
time, known as service lifetime. This temporal availability
generates valuable opportunities to consume the service by
the other satellites. Therefore, a notification of the available
services must be designed to catch these temporal opportu-
nities. The proposed OSADP aims at addressing this chal-
lenge following a decentralized publishmechanism.With this
technique, a satellite provider periodically publishes a service
only when it is available.
The dissemination of the publication is crucial to cor-
rectly notify the satellites, and at the same time not sat-
urating the network with unnecessary messages. However,
the main purpose of this publication is to notify as many
satellites as possible. Therefore, an intelligent dissemina-
tion to satisfy both requirements has been considered in the
OSADP. The proposed mechanism is based on the Originator
Messages (OGM) propagation in the Better Approach To
Mobile Adhoc Networking (BATMAN) [23] and BatMan
eXperimental version 6 (BMX6) [24] protocols. In particu-
lar, the propagation of a publication is conducted node-by-
node, in which each node or satellite processes the packet
accordingly.When a node receives a publication that contains
information about the availability of a service, it evaluates if
it is interested in consuming this service or not. If it is the
case, it replies requesting a federation, following the protocol
presented in [16]. Otherwise, it forwards the publication to
its neighbors. Note that this propagation not only notifies
the neighbors, but it also indicates that the node accepts and
commits to be part of a possible route as an intermediate
node. If it is not the case, the node does not propagate
the publication. Additionally, a received publication from a
neighbor is discarded if the node detects that it has already
been propagated.
Figure 1 presents an example of this publication process in
a network composed of different satellites (S0, S1, S2, S3, S4
and S5), in which the satellite S0 is the provider, and the
FIGURE 1. Representation of the publication process between the
satellite provider (S0) and the customer (S5).
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satellite S5 the customer. In this example, the nodes propagate
the publication of the provider (red arrows), blocking those
that are duplicated (red arrows with a dot). The dissemina-
tion process is thus optimized by only propagating useful
notifications. Additionally, in this case satellite S4 does not
propagate the publication because it does not commit to be
an intermediate node in a possible route due to its limited
resources. Finally, the customer requests the service after
receiving the publication.
All these intermediate decisions are possible because a
publish packet is propagated. This packet contains infor-
mation of the available service structured in different fields.
Figure 2 presents this structure composed of 13 bytes, includ-
ing 11 bits reserved for future extensions. At the very
beginning of the structure, the field type identifies that the
packet is a publication using a single bit, and the following
field indicates the available service category with four bits
(e.g. data downlink). These two fields, restrained in a byte,
are accompanied with three bits reserved for the definitions
of future services types. The provider of the service is deter-
mined with the provider identifier, which enables to distin-
guish multiple services from the same provider or different
providers offering the same kind of service. This identifier is
represented with three bytes, allowing it to identify more than
16 millions of satellites.
FIGURE 2. Structure of the publish packet (bit unit).
A Service Table (ST) is generated in each node to register
in different entries the available services from each provider.
A new entry is generated when a new publication is received,
storing the corresponding provider and the service. This entry
shall be removed when the service is no longer available.
Therefore, an expiration date is associated with each entry,
computed using the estimated Service Lifetime (SLT) field
of the publish structure. Additionally, a service may be
not available because the provider is unreachable from the
node. Therefore, the corresponding entry is updated with
every received publication, periodically transmitted by the
provider. Using the Period field, a node considers the loss of
the provider if no publication is received after three timeouts,
then it removes the corresponding entry.
After the entry update, the publication is propagated to the
neighbors. As indicated previously, this propagation is per-
formed intelligently, discarding useless publications. In par-
ticular, the same publish packet can be received from
different neighbors. When a node receives a publication of
the same provider with the same service, it can detect packet
duplicity thanks to the creation datetime field. This field
corresponds to the timestamp at which the packet has been
transmitted by the provider. This time is updated in each
periodic transmission. Therefore, if two (or more) received
publications have the same date, they are duplicated. Addi-
tionally, this parameter enables the detection of old publica-
tions that remain in the network. If the received packet has a
creation date older than the stored one, it is outdated, and thus
discarded.
The propagation of this publish packet can be bounded
thanks to theHop Limit (HL) field. This parameter has largely
been used in the Internet, and it limits the number of hops
that a publish packet can travel into a network. In the
OSADP case, this value corresponds to the hop limit or
number of forwards between nodes of the publish packet.
Therefore, the HL starts with an initial non-negative integer,
which is decremented by one before being forwarded by each
node. When the HL value becomes zero, the packet is thus
discarded. This parameter enables thus to control the diameter
of the network in which the publication is disseminated.
Note that an additional byte is reserved considering possible
extensions of the HL, SLT, and period values.
Figure 3 summarizes the previous decision process in each
node for a specific service sk in a flow diagram. Note that
an accurate terminology has been used in the diagram, where
S corresponds to the state of the OSADP related to service
sk . This state can be PUB for publication state, PROV for
provider state, andCUST for customer state in the federation.
Moreover, pb corresponds to the publish packet of the
service current sk , which is transmitted every Tk period,
and at the transmission time t txk . The service lifetime STLk
associated to the service sk enables to compute its expiration
date tdk . The creation date of pb is represented as t
c
k , being
ascribed at the current time t . Additionally, a received packet
prx contains different information always identified with the
‘‘rx’’ subscript, such as the provider identifier Prx or the
service type srx . Finally, the received packet can be a publish
one or a request of the service r .
III. MISSION SCENARIO AND SATELLITE MODEL
The evaluation of the OSADP behavior and performance is
crucial to consider if the protocol is suitable for satellite
networks. For that reason, a scenario that can provide rele-
vant results needs to be conceived. As previously presented,
the EO community has a great interest in developing satellite
missions to monitor the Arctic region [1], [5]. Therefore,
a scenario based on this type of mission would demonstrate
the benefits of the OSADP in future EO missions. Further-
more, this approach follows the work presented in [11], which
promotes inter-satellite communications in EO missions.
The scenario definition must identify the instruments, and
satellites that typically are used for this kind of missions.
In this scenario, a satellite is conceived as a platform that
integrates an EO payload with other subsystems. Note that
this work does not aim at evaluating the hardware impact
of using federations, which was already discussed in [25].
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FIGURE 3. Flow diagram of the OSADP executed in a satellite.
Instead, it expects to evaluate its benefits in terms of increased
download capacity. Therefore, the satellite model has focused
only on three of those subsystems: the satellite-to-ground
communication subsystem, the ISL subsystem, and the pay-
load. Details on how these three subsystems have been mod-
eled are presented in the following sections.
A. PAYLOAD TRAFFIC MODEL
The payload is the fundamental subsystem in a satellite, as it
is all designed to achieve the mission goals. A payload gener-
ates data when the satellite ground track is over a target area.
Therefore, it can be modeled as a Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
application that periodically generates data over certain target
areas. This case study has been focused on monitoring the
ice status in the Arctic region. This region is delimited by
the Arctic Circle, located at 66◦ of latitude (approximately).
Thus, a satellite over the Arctic will generate data according
to the payload that it is carrying. Figure 4 presents the Arctic
region and the circle that delimits it (red line).
The ONION project conducted a survey and analy-
sis of the different payloads that can be used for this type
of mission [1]. The investigation concluded that the set
of instruments that shall be used are a Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) at C- or X-band, a SAR Interferometer
FIGURE 4. Map of the Arctic region, highlighted with red.
Altimeter (SIRAL), a Microwave Radiometer (MWR),
a Microwave Radiation Imager (MWRI), an Advanced
Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR), Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System Reflectometer (GNSS-R), and a Radar
Altimeter. Table 1 presents the payload data rates retrieved
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TABLE 1. Payload model parameters.
from the Observing Systems Capability Analysis and Review
(OSCAR)1 database [26].
B. SATELLITE CANDIDATES
The selection of the spacecraft that should compose the sce-
nario has been deeply studied. In order to demonstrate the
benefits of using the OSADP in current and future satel-
lite missions, only satellites that are currently in-orbit have
been selected. Moreover, these satellites must have been
conceived to observe the ice status in the Arctic region,
and thus being able to carry some of the previous payloads.
These satellites must follow a polar orbit (i.e. roughly 98◦
orbit inclination). Considering the heterogeneity of federation
approaches, spacecraft from different national agencies and
dimensions have been considered. Table 2 presents the list of
those EO satellites that have been selected using the OSCAR
database again [26]. Note that this table also presents the
orbital elements of each satellite, which have been extracted
from the CelesTrak2 database [27].
The impact of the network disruption or fragmentation due
to deploying a limited number of satellites was highlighted in
1OSCAR database has mission information and satellite characteristics.
2CelesTrak database has in-orbit spacecraft Two Element Lines (TLE).
Accessed on 24th July 2018.
a previous work of the authors [11]. This common situation
in satellite networks provokes that it is not always possible to
ensure a connection between two remote satellites. Therefore,
to avoid that this phenomena could impact the evaluation of
the proposed OSADP amega-constellation has been included
as a network backbone. Using this massive satellite system,
the connectivity of the network is improved and thus the frag-
mentation of the network is mitigated. A detailed analysis of
different mega-constellations proposals is presented in [17].
Reviewing the performance of each architecture, the Telesat
approach has been selected because it provides the highest
connectivity with less number of satellites. Details about the
constellation architecture are presented in Table 3.
C. DOWNLOAD TRAFFIC MODEL
In satellite missions, the ground segment provides the com-
munications interface with the satellite using a network of
ground stations. This infrastructure enables the transmission
of telecommands, and the reception of data from the satellites.
This interface is available only when the satellite is in line-of-
sight of the ground station (i.e. a satellite pass). The duration
of this pass drives the amount of data that can be downloaded,
and thus the entire traffic download of the satellite system.
Therefore, the ground segment must be modeled properly.
This work aims at evaluating the behavior and performance
of the OSADP design. A proper configuration of the ground
segment that promotes satellite passes, and thus the possibil-
ity to publish downlink opportunities, would facilitate this
analysis. For this reason, current operative ground stations
have been selected considering their location. Table 4 details
the list of the selected ground stations, and Figure 5 places
them on the surface of the Earth, showing a large ground
segment around the globe.
An area around the ground station represents the region
over which a satellite pass is feasible. Thus, when a satellite
ground track passes over this ground station area, the satellite
TABLE 2. Earth observation satellite features used to perform the analysis.
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TABLE 3. Telesat Mega-constellation characteristics.
TABLE 4. Ground stations locations that conforms the ground segment in
the simulation, and the World Geodetic System 84 (WGS84) as the Earth
model.
downloads data following a CBR transmission. The dimen-
sions of this downlink region directly depend on theminimum
elevation angle (α) above the horizon at which the ground sta-
tion can communicate with the satellite. The minimum value
of this parameter is achieved at the maximum distance (rmax)
that satisfies the link budget between the satellite and the
ground station. Figure 6 presents a plot illustrating these two
parameters, and the area over which the satellite downloads
data (blue surface).
The definition of the link budget is determined by the trans-
mission and reception features of each node (i.e. the satellite
and the ground station). Transceivers working at multiple
frequencies have been used in the past missions. From all of
them, the S-band transceiver has been founded as a primary
FIGURE 5. Location of the ground stations on the Earth.
FIGURE 6. Ground station model with the corresponding communication
area (gray surface).
solution for satellite platforms. Although each Commercial
Off-The-Shelf (COTS) transceiver has its own characteristics,
all of them can provide at least 1 Mbps of data rate [28]–[31].
A link budget analysis with a S-band transceiver is presented
in [32]. Applying specific coding and modulation techniques
and considering atmospheric effects, the achieved maximum
distance and data rate are 1392 km and 3.4Mbps respectively.
Considering that the minimum COTS transceiver provides
a smaller data rate, the maximum distance of this analysis
can be incremented. Therefore, following the formulation of
[32], a common S-band transceiver for all the satellites is
selected, which transmits at 1 Mbps and has a maximum
distance of 2500 km. Note that although Telesat satellites
work at Ka-band [17], it has been preferred to ‘‘virtually’’
equip them with the S-band transceiver to unify the downlink
capabilities.
Considering thismaximumdistance value, Table 5 presents
the correspondingminimum elevation angles of each satellite,
selected in Section III-B. The downlink regions for each
satellite are computed with these angle thresholds. Figure 7
presents these regions for the SEOSAR/Paz satellite as an
example. For those satellites that are not placed on these
downlink regions, they can still transmit data using the ISN
or become part as intermediate nodes.
D. INTER SATELLITE LINK MODEL
In this scenario, satellite platforms have satellite-to-satellite
communication capabilities, thanks to ISL subsystems. This
142354 VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 5. Minimum elevation angle of each satellite.
FIGURE 7. Downlink regions for SEOSAR/Paz satellite.
technology has already been deployed in large satellite
missions (e.g. Iridium constellation [33]), and currently is
being demonstrated for smaller platforms, such as CubeSats.
The Gomspace GOMX-4 mission established a S-band ISL
between two 6U CubeSats at a distance of 500 km. The
in-orbit results [34] show that further ranges can be achieved
combining multiple modulations and different transmission
power profiles. Additionally, the FSSCat mission [5] plans
to execute two payloads that perform different ISLs. The
FSS Experiment (FSSExp) payload [16] uses a Radio Fre-
quency (RF) ISL in Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band for
a low data rate link between two 6U CubeSats, achieving
9.6 kbps at 1000 km of maximum distance, while the Optical
ISL (O-ISL) payload [35] aims at demonstrating the feasibil-
ity of optical technology for CubeSats.
An ISL subsystem model can thus be characterized mainly
with three parameters: the maximum communication dis-
tance dmax ,3 the transmission data rate achieved at this dis-
tance Rb, and the radiation pattern or direction. As the results
achieved in [11] highlight, the ideal ISL subsystem would
3Note that rmax has been used for satellite-to-ground communications,
and dmax for satellite-to-satellite communications.
provide great data rates, large communication ranges, and
transmitting through an omnidirectional pattern. With these
characteristics, it would be possible to have a system that
provides fast transmission and high connectivity. Unfortu-
nately, these characteristics cannot be achieved using a single
subsystem. Nevertheless, the combination of multiple ones
can address this challenge.
This approach is considered in this scenario. In partic-
ular, different ISL subsystems are combined to create two
communications planes: the control, and the data planes.
Software Defined Networks (SDN) and 5G networks have
beenworking on this concept some time ago [36] highlighting
the benefits of using these two planes. Combining decoupled
and independent planes it is then possible to isolate network
managing tasks and traffic, which is used to optimize the data
transmission on the other plane. Note also that in [25] FSS
commands and scientific data are differentiated, implicitly
working with these two planes.
The control plane provides a communications channel for
those packets that manage the network. Typically, these kinds
of packets are composed of small byte structures, and they
do not require high transmission data rates. Additionally,
a subsystem that provides a large communications distance
is necessary to increase the connectivity. In this direction,
transceivers that work at Very High Frequency (VHF) and
UHF would suffer less attenuation due to the signal propaga-
tion. Although the International Telecommunication Union
Radiocommunication (ITU-R) sector does not consider ISL
frequency bands below 22 GHz, some satellite missions have
already used these previous bands for this purpose [8]. The
continued interest in this field should encourage the discus-
sion of the corresponding coordination in upcoming World
Radiocommunication Conferences (WRC).
Taking into consideration these requirements, the ISL for
the control plane can be implemented with a monopole
antenna, and modulation techniques applied in Low-Power
Wide-Area Networks (LPWAN) [38]. A large family of tech-
nologies have been developed for LPWAN, standing out the
Narrow-Band Internet of Things (NB-IoT) [39]. The NB-IoT
is conceived to provide considerable data rate with low power
consumption, and for indoor communications with high den-
sity nodes. Its standardization, performed by the 3rd Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) [40], has expanded its use in
current IoT ground networks. However, this technology has
not been yet evaluated in space missions. On the other hands,
the Long Range (LoRa) technology [41] has been evaluated
and studied for CubeSats missions [42]–[45]. LoRa works at
unlicensed UHF band, and it is designed to provide different
low data profiles at long ranges. It seems thus suitable for the
ISL subsystem responsible of the control plane.
The data plane provides a communications channel to
transmit the generated data from the payloads. This data
flow requires a communication link with a high data rate.
In order to satisfy this requirement, an ISL subsystem based
on a directive antenna would provide enough power at large
distances, by specifically pointing to the neighbor satellite.
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In this case, the coordinated ISL bands of ITU-R suit perfectly
for this purpose, such as the Ka-band. This band has started to
be used in spacecraft configurations, such as the ones of the
Starlink mega-constellation [46]. These spacecraft use a four
phased array antenna which generate different beams of 2.5◦
beamwidth [47].
The combination of both planes provides a satellite-to-
satellite communications interface with high connectivity,
large range, and great data rate. In particular, a satellite uses
the control plane to manage the network and also to detect
the pointing direction of the data plane ISL subsystem. This
would be feasible if the satellite is able to predict the rela-
tive position of its neighbors, as authors in [48] proposes.
Additionally, authors in [25] remarks that current attitude
actuators are accurate and fast enough to achieve this system.
Different link budgets of both planes are presented
in Tables 6 and 7. These link budgets have been performed
considering the previous possible configurations, and for two
cases: one in which both satellites are close (1500 km), and
another on where they are far away (3000 km). The link
budgets of the control plane have been based on the LoRa
SX-1261X chip characteristics [37]. However, due to private
information, the Forward Correction Code (FEC) gain has
not been considered in the link budgets. The link budgets
related to the data planes have been based on the down-
link and uplink transceiver characteristics of Telesat satellite,
provided in [17]. In particular, the Effective Isotropically
Radiated Power (EIRP), the modulation, and other aspects
have been considered to compute the link budgets. These
budgets remark that satellite-to-satellite communications can
be established at 1500 km and at 3000 km, modifying prop-
erly the modulation and bandwidth. Specifically, the ISL
subsystem for the control plane offers 5.5 kbps at 1500 km,
and 1.8 kbps at 3000 km, while it offers for the data plane
104.1Mbps at 1500 km and 1.1Mbps at 3000 km. Taking into
TABLE 6. Link budgets for close and far cases of the ISL for the control
plane.
TABLE 7. Link budgets for close and far cases of the ISL for the data
plane.
consideration these values, a type of ISL subsystem with a
maximum distance of 1500 km and different rates of 1 Mbps,
10 Mbps, and 100 Mbps has been considered for this study.
Moreover, another subsystem providing 1 Mbps at 1500 km,
2500 km, and 3000 km has also been considered.
IV. SIMULATION ENGINE AND IMPLEMENTATION
The analysis presented in this work has been performed
with a simulation engine specifically developed to execute
satellite networks [49]. This engine is implemented on top
of the Network Simulator version 3 (NS-3) [50] which is an
event-based simulation engine core. In particular, it provides
mechanisms to manage scheduled events, which correspond
to satellite actions (e.g. packet transmission and reception).
The scenario definition in this simulator is centered on the
satellites and their subsystems. Taking the models presented
in Section III, a simulation structure has been conceived
accordingly. Figure 8 presents the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) diagram of the different classes that represent
a satellite. The NS-3 simulator defines a Node as an entity
that has a set of Applications and protocols. In this case,
the main application is the SatelliteApplication.
This one manages the operations of the satellite, deciding
when an action has to be executed. A Scheduler pro-
vides support notifying when the satellite ground track is
over a specific area. Therefore, thanks to these notifications,
the satellite generates data with the Payload application or
downloads data with the TelemetryAndTelecommand
one. The exchange of data between those two applications is
performed using a DataBuffer. Note that these applica-
tions are implemented according to the models presented in
Sections III-C and III-A.
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FIGURE 8. Simplified UML diagram of a satellite in the simulation.
The OSADP is implemented in the OSADP class, with its
corresponding ServiceTable. This protocol uses a User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) socket because the reliability is not
required during the publication of the service. Additionally,
the FSSProtocol implements the federation protocol, pre-
sented in [16], that uses a Transport Control Protocol (TCP)
socket because it is important to ensure that the data has
been correctly propagated until the destination. Both types of
sockets directly interact with the Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6), which has a custom routing protocol based on the
Dijkstra algorithm [51]. This work does not aim at evaluating
the consequences of the selected routing protocol, and thus an
ideal one has been considered. This protocol, however, may
be evaluated with another routing protocol in future research,
which may suit the requirements presented in [10]. Note that
in this case, the provider identifier has been defined with the
last three bytes of the IPv6 address.
The TelemetryandTelecommand not only manages
the data download, it also triggers the publication in the
OSADP class when the service is available (see previous
Figure 3). A callback function is used in the opposite direc-
tion, i.e. when a publication is received with the OSADP class.
In this last case, the TelemetryandTelecommand class
deploys the federation using the FSSProtocol, which noti-
fies about its status using different callback functions. The
SpaceNetDevice and the SpaceChannel implement
the discontinuity of the ISL due to satellite motions. As these
classes are part of the simulator core, further information
about their design can be found in this previous work [49].
This class structure is replicated for each satellite in the
simulation scenario, previously presented in Section III-B.
Note that the Telesat satellites do not have an EO pay-
load, and neither the corresponding Payload class. Also
the execution of the OSADP and FSSProtocol classes is
configurable, enabling to select specific satellites that partic-
ipate in the service publication and federations. With these
features, the scenario has been simulated retrieving different
metrics about the OSADP behavior.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The OSADP behavior and performance is evaluated with the
execution of the previous scenario. This scenario is executed
during a simulated day (i.e. 86400 seconds), and different
parameters related to satellite-to-satellite communications
are configured. Additionally, satellites in this scenario that
execute the OSADP transmit publications every 5 seconds,
with 17 asHL. These parameters have been defined according
to the dynamics of the networks, presented in Section V-B.
The present analysis helps to understand how the OSADP
improves the download capacity of the original EO satellites.
For this reason, Section V-A discusses the initial capacity
of only those satellites, highlighting an interesting progress
margin. The stability of the topology is greatly impacted by
the number of satellites. Therefore, a discussion of how the
download capacity changes when the mega-constellation is
used as a network backbone is addressed in Section V-B.
After demonstrating the benefits of using this backbone,
Section V-C goes deeper in evaluating the performance con-
sidering that satellites of the mega-constellation also publish
the availability of their services.
A. SCENARIO STUDY
As it has been presented previously, EO satellites generate
data when they are over the Arctic region, and download
them when passing over a ground station. A data budget
between the generated and downloaded data determines the
storage capacity of the satellite. This budget is driven by the
amount of time that each satellite passes over the target areas.
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FIGURE 9. Time and data budgets of each EO satellite without using satellite-to-satellite communications.
Figure 9a presents the accumulated time of each EO satellite
over those areas after one simulated day. All of them pass
around 12 hours per day over a ground station (blue bar), and
have thus the opportunity to download up to 5.29 GB approx-
imately. Note that this amount of time is very large because a
large ground segment has been considered to promote down-
link opportunities. Additionally, each satellite passes 3 hours
per day (roughly) over the Arctic region, generating data
according to its EO instrument.
Figure 9b shows the difference between time and data
budgets. Satellites that carry payloads with greater data rate
(i.e. from sat-0 to sat-6, and sat-8) generate more data (orange
bar) than the one that they can download (blue bar). Although
they are using all the downlink time to download its own data
(green bar), this is not enough to avoid overloading their stor-
age system. This result highlights that these SAR-based pay-
loads cannot be executed over the entire Arctic zone, as it is
the case in traditional monolithic satellite missions. Note that
the satellites that carry these payloads are called ‘‘memory-
overloaded EO satellites’’ during the rest of the results dis-
cussion. However, some satellites do not suffer from this
problem (i.e. sat-7, and from sat-9 to sat-12), because they can
download all the generated data. Additionally, these satellites
have surplus downlink time that could be shared. These ones
can thus offer this remaining capacity as a service that the
memory-overloaded EO satellites could benefit.
The opportunity to share this unused time is achieved by
enabling the satellite-to-satellite communications, and using
the OSADP. Figure 10 presents a growth of the downloaded
data when this interaction between satellites is enabled.
In particular, this figure compares the system performance
with respect to different ISL subsystems. These subsystems
provide 1 Mbps of data rate at communications ranges (d)
of 1500 km, 2500 km, and 3000 km. Clearly, the use of those
FIGURE 10. Data budgets of EO satellites that provide downlink service
with ISL subsystems of 1 Mbps data rate and different maximum
ranges d .
systems with larger range facilitates the propagation of the
service publication, proliferating the federations. With these
federations, the satellites download 5.24 GB per day more of
the memory-overloaded EO satellites (in the 3000 km case).
These results demonstrate that the OSADP helps to estab-
lish satellite federations. Satellite resources are properly
leveraged with these federations, and more data is down-
loaded. However, the previous figure also remarks that
although using a range of 3000 km there is still unused
downlink time. The network disruption is the cause of this
behavior, which provokes that not all the customers can
communicate with the service providers. This fragmentation
behavior has been investigated in Delay/Disruptive Tolerant
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FIGURE 11. Topology behavior without the Telesat mega-constellation (a, b, and c) and including it (d, e, and f).
Networks [52], where a solution that takes advantage of
the satellite orbit trajectory determinism was proposed. This
is the case of the Contact Graph Routing (CGR) protocol
[53], [54] which determines a route between a source and
a destination over time using a contact plan. This plan is
a scheduled sequence of contacts between all the satellites
that compose the system. The route definition in this plan is
commonly computed by a centralized infrastructure located
on groundwhich evaluates relevant performancemetrics [55].
The traditional criterion to determine the routes has been the
minimization of the transport time from the satellite source to
the destination. Nevertheless, other criteria have been consid-
ered to suit resource-constraint platforms. The Energy-aware
CGR (E-CGR) [56] defines a route in the contact plan by
taking in consideration the power status of all the satellites
that determines the route. Other approaches [57] have defined
algorithms to determine routes between satellites considering
a link metric that merge multiple features (e.g. energy of
satellites, time-varying satellite downlink contact capacity,
and the differentiation for missions). Among the previous
proposals, another approach has been focused on generating
the contact plan autonomously by orbiting satellites [58].
Despite the different solutions on determining routes con-
sidering the network disruption, the use of a network back-
bone can also mitigate this phenomenon thanks to promote
the connectivity with more satellites. This last approach has
been used in the following simulations. This work does not
aim at evaluating the consequences of network disruption in
the proposed service notification, which may be discussed
in future investigations. The remaining download capacity
of the EO satellites may be leveraged by using a satellite
backbone.
B. TOPOLOGY ANALYSIS
The integration of the Telesat mega-constellation as a
network backbone increases considerably the number of
satellites that participates in the network. As a result, the pos-
sibility to have multiple routes between a service provider
and a customer becomes more probable. These routes are
extended with additional intermediate satellites. Note that
larger routes are susceptible to suffer more changes, making
the entire topology more dynamic. Therefore, it is crucial
to understand how the inclusion of the mega-constellation
impacts on the topology dynamism.
Figure 11 presents the behavior of the topology before and
after integrating the mega-constellation with the EO satellites
(top and bottom figures respectively). Figures 11a and 11d
present a histogram of the routes that are feasible according
to the number of satellites that compose them (i.e. the route
length). Figures 11b and 11e indicate the probability that
a route is stable during (at least) a specific lapse of time,
well-known as route lifetime. Finally, Figures 11c and 11f
correlate this lifetime information with respect to the route
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length, represented in box plots.4 Note that these topology
features were presented in details in this previous work [11].
Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c present the topology behavior
when only EO satellites compose the satellite system (i.e. the
one analyzed in Section V-A). In this scenario, the ISL sub-
system has a maximum communications range of 1500 km.
Figure 11a shows that only routes with less than four hops
are feasible, being the most probable the routes with three
hops (i.e. four satellites). This performance is related to the
reduced number of satellites, just 12 spacecraft in this case.
Additionally, some of these routes are quite stable reaching
lifetime values up to 2500 seconds, as Figure 11b shows. Nev-
ertheless, the majority have a short lifetime. This result is also
presented in Figure 11c, where all the routes have commonly
a short lifetime with some exceptional cases (represented in
dots). This topology is thus driven by the network disruption,
which produces short and unstable routes. As a result, pro-
ducer and customer satellites cannot establish federations to
download data.
These characteristics change when the mega-constellation
is considered as part of the satellite system. Figure 11d shows
that using the same ISL subsystem (i.e. 1500 km of range) the
routes are more variable, but larger (up to 12 hops). Thanks
to the increased number of satellites, the largest routes are
more probable. This implies that the communications range
is extended, being able to reach further satellites. Figure 11e
highlights that the stability of a route has been homogenized
with respect to the previous case, reducing the abrupt differ-
ences in some routes. However, this is still a high dynamic
scenario, as Figure 11f remarks, because the most probable
routes are the ones that have short lifetime. In summary,
the use of the mega-constellation helps to expand the network
diameter with larger routes, although they are more volatile.
As indicated in [59], the creation and destruction of ISLs
changes the network topology over time. Each of those
changes generates a snapshot of the topology which remains
stable during a lapse of time. This stability duration is also
another metric that helps to understand how dynamic a net-
work is. Figure 12 shows the statistics of this snapshot dura-
tion in each of the previous cases (i.e. without and with mega-
constellation). As a result, the use of the mega-constellation
makes the topology more dynamic, generating more snap-
shots than in the case with only EO. Although the established
federations could be broken due to the disappearance of a
route, the possibility to expand the network becomes promis-
ing to establish federations.
It is important, however, to clarify if this improvement of
the connectivity prevails over the variability of the network.
For that reason, this scenario in which the EO satellites use
the mega-constellation to forward publications is evaluated.
The corresponding results are compared to the scenario in
which only the EO satellite composes the satellite system,
4A box plot represents a distribution function as a box delimited by the
third quartile and the first quartile. Additionally, the median is represented
as a line in this box.
FIGURE 12. Duration between snapshots without Telesat
mega-constellation (top) and with it (bottom).
FIGURE 13. Data budgets of EO satellites that provide downlink service
with ISL of Rb = 1 Mbps and dmax = 2500 km, with and without the
mega-constellation.
presented in Section V-A. Figure 13 shows the downloaded
data of those EO satellites that are not memory-overloaded,
comparing both scenarios. In particular, the EO satellites
that can provide the service download more data using the
mega-constellation as backbone (green bar) than in the origi-
nal case (orange bar). This remarks that although the network
changes quickly, the possibility of having more and larger
routes helps to download more data. Consequently, the use
of the mega-constellation is beneficial. However, it remains
still unused capacity (blue bar), which could be leveraged.
These results pose the question on what drives the use of
this surplus capacity. For that purpose, the different actions
that a satellite performs during a ground station pass are eval-
uated. During a pass, a satellite can perform three different
actions: download its own data, publish the opportunity to
download, or provide this downlink service to download data
from others (i.e. it is federated). Figure 14 presents these
three concepts in the form of time percents. These percents
correspond to the average value computed with the time
percents of each EO satellite. The study is thus focused on
analyzing these averaged values which represent the behavior
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FIGURE 14. Average time percentages related to the downlink pass
actions of all the EO satellite.
of an ‘‘average EO satellite’’. Specifically, how this average
EO satellite uses its ground station pass depending on its
ISL subsystem features is discussed. As indicated previously,
the maximum range determines the expansion of the network,
and thus the possibility to establish federations. For that
reason, the time percent is plotted with respect to this feature.
Regarding the time used publishing downlink opportuni-
ties (dot-blue line in Figure 14), it decrements while the
range increases. Increasing this range facilitates the estab-
lishment of federations, as diamond-orange line remarks with
this growth of the time providing the service. Note that the
EO satellites keep using the same time of a ground station
pass to download its own data (cross-green line), until the
range is 2500 km. At this moment, less time is used for this
purpose, because the satellites have already downloaded it
using federations. Although this decreases, the total time used
downloading data (square-red line), its own and from the oth-
ers, increases with the range. This result remarks that the ISL
range allows leveraging the pass time by reducing the time
duringwhich the satellite is publishing, and thus downloading
more data.
Considering that the saturated EO satellites should down-
load data over federations, their activity would also drive the
amounts of data that the entire system downloads. Specifi-
cally, if those satellites remain federated during all the time,
this would signify that all data, susceptible to be downloaded,
is indeed transferred. Therefore, the percentage of time dur-
ing which an average satellite of those saturated does not
transfer data is considered as a resulting metrics. The opti-
mization of those satellites is thus characterized with these
metrics. Figure 15 presents the evolution of this time percent-
age (dot-blue line) with respect to different ISL ranges. Note
that this average satellite becomesmore activewhen the range
increases, due to the different federations that are established.
In particular, this satellite passes from 12 hours per day (i.e.
around 50% of a day) to 7 hours of inactivity (i.e. 29% of a
day). Although in the best case (range 3500 km) the activity is
considerably incremented, this average satellite still has some
FIGURE 15. Average time percentage of inactivity (blue) and
federated (orange) of the memory-overloaded EO satellite.
time that could use transferring data with federations. This
result remarks that the download capacity of unsaturated EO
satellites (i.e. sat-7 and form sat-9 to sat-12) is not enough
to download all the generated data from the saturated ones.
Therefore, this work goes deeper evaluating how this capacity
increases while the mega-constellation satellites participate
sharing their own downlink opportunities.
C. PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS
The participation of mega-constellation satellites by sharing
downlink opportunities would providemore download capac-
ity to the entire satellite system. With this approach, those
saturated EO satellites could leverage the unused time trans-
ferring data with new federations. However, it is important to
clarify how many of those mega-constellation satellites are
needed to reach the maximum activity of the saturated ones.
Thus, this section presents a study of the download capacity
evolution with respect to the number of satellites from the
mega-constellation sharing the service. Different groups of
those satellites have been analyzed in different simulations,
selected randomly of the entire constellation. Therefore, mul-
tiple simulations per group have been performed, retrieving at
the end an average behavior (represented in all the figures as
a slashed line). Note that those satellites that are not included
as publishers of the service, they take part of the network
backbone to keep the same connectivity as before.
Figure 16a plots the bytes downloaded per day of the
entire system depending on the number of mega-constellation
satellites that publish the service. As remarked in the previous
results, the communications range of the ISL subsystem is
one of the parameters that drives the data download. There-
fore, this metric is compared to ranges of 1500 km (blue line),
2500 km (green line), and 3000 km (red line). In those cases,
the data rate of the ISL subsystem remains equal to 1 Mbps.
If no satellite from the mega-constellation publishes
the service, they conform the network backbone as in
Section V-B. Consequently, the resulting downloaded data is
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FIGURE 16. Downloaded data and average available time percent of the memory-overloaded EO satellites per day according to the publisher
satellites and ISL subsystems with Rb = 1 Mbps and different maximum ranges dmax . Simulations conducted in a intel-i7 computer with 16 GB of
DDR4 memory, and spending between 30 minutes up to 40 hours per simulation.
FIGURE 17. Downloaded data and time percentage of saturated EO satellites per day according to the publisher satellites and ISL subsystems
with dmax = 1500 km Mbps and different data rates Rb. Simulations conducted in a intel-i7 computer with 16 GB of DDR4 memory, and spending
between 30 minutes up to 40 hours per simulation.
the same as in Figure 13, growing with larger ranges. While
the more publishers start to participate, the downloaded data
increases following a logarithmic growth in the three cases.
This behavior is correlated with Figure 16b which presents
the time percentage per day of the average saturated satellite
that is not being used to transfer data (as in Figure 15).
As expected, this performance metric decreases while the
number of publishers increases. In particular, when the range
is 1500 km the unused time is reduced from 11 hours to
8 hours per day (approximately), having still some unused
time. This curve changes considerably for larger ISL ranges,
such as 2500 and 3000 km. In particular, the value trend
follows a logarithmic curve, reaching a minimum of 45 min-
utes per day of inactivity (best case). This is also reflected in
previous Figure 16a where the amount of downloaded data
is bounded until a maximum value, because the saturated
satellites do not have more time to keep downloading data
with federations. In this case, the entire satellite system can
download 51.92 GB, 57.04 GB, and 56.11 GB (respectively).
This corresponds to an increase of 34%, 47%, and 45% of the
number of downloaded bytes with respect to the original case
(only EO without satellite-to-satellite communications).
One of the resulting features of this topology (presented
in Section V-B) is that the routes are abundant and large,
but also short in lifetime. Therefore, federations are estab-
lished also shortly, being necessary to leverage the time while
they are stable. Therefore, the data rate of the ISL subsys-
tem can play an important role. Specifically, more data can
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be exchanged during the same lapse of time with greater
data rates. Figure 17 presents thus a study on how the data
download is impacted with three ISL subsystems providing
1 Mbps, 10 Mbps, and 100 Mbps at 1500 km of range. At the
first sight, the amount of downloaded data has increased
considerably, reaching greater values than in the previous
case (modifying the distances). Additionally, the improve-
ment between the different data rates is not linear. Indeed,
there is less improvement passing from 10Mbps to 100Mbps,
rather than from 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps. This situation appears
because although the ISL data rate grows, the downlink data
rate remains always to 1 Mbps. Thus, the bottleneck would
be this downlink interface. There is, however, an important
conclusion in these results: spreading the data over the entire
satellite system is beneficial, because each satellite will then
download the data during its downlink passes.
Note that the inactive time percentage of the saturated
satellites follows in all the cases the same curve in Figure 17b,
which is indeed the same as the blue line in Figure 16b.
This reinforces the concept that the distance is the unique
parameter of the ISL subsystem that can modify the
activity of those saturated satellites. It is not the case of
the downloaded data, which is affected by the range and
the data rate. Note that this also indicates that there is still
margin to improve if an ISL that provides high data rate and
large range is installed in the satellite. These configurations
download a maximum of 51.92 GB, 75.74 GB, and 84.36 GB
respectively. This corresponds to a growth of 34%, 95%, and
118% with respect to the original case.
In conclusion, the use of the OSADP enables downloading
more data in all cases, being evident that the improvement
is larger when more satellites participate sharing the service.
Additionally, the results demonstrate that increasing the ISL
range enables to improve the connectivity, and thus the use of
time that saturated satellites remain inactive. However, ISL
subsystems with greater data rates better leverages the tempo-
ral connections than those with larger ranges.To increase the
amount of downloaded data, the enhancement of ISL data
rate seems to be more beneficial. This is the case for those
satellite missions that are limited in the downlink capacity,
and it is intended to improve it.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Nowadays, there is a growing demand on new services with
high temporal and spatial resolutions to monitor the Arctic
region [1]. Monolithic satellite missions would have prob-
lems downloading the large amount of generated data. This
would result in the loss of important information, and thus
mechanisms to address this situation must be conceived. The
increase of the download capacity of the satellite system is
a promising option to be developed. In this regard, the FSS
concept can be beneficial by promoting collaborations
(federations) between satellites. These collaborations aim at
consuming unused resources by other satellites as services,
such as downlink capacity. Moreover, the IoSat paradigm
extends this concept event farther by proposing temporal
networks of satellites to establish federations between remote
satellites.
One of the challenges of these paradigms is the notifi-
cation of the available services. For that reason, this work
has presented the OSADP, by which a satellite publishes
its available services following a proper dissemination in
the network. This dissemination mechanism is similar to the
one presented in the BATMAN protocol [23] for the OGM,
bounding the regions of the network to be forwarded. A satel-
lite that receives this publication retrieves information about
the available service, and it can decide to request it using a
federation or discard the notification in case the satellite is
not interested. The design of the protocol has been detailed in
this work, presenting all its features, such as packet format,
and the publication flow diagram.
To evaluate the OSADP design a realistic scenario com-
posed of EO satellites that monitor the Arctic region has
been defined. These satellites are equipped with payloads
commonly used to observe the ice status, such as SAR and
MWRs. A large ground segment has been defined to provide
enough downlink opportunities to be published, and addition-
ally the Telesat mega-constellation has been integrated as a
network backbone. The downlink areas have been properly
modeled according to current technologies used in satellite
missions. Furthermore, different ISL subsystems have been
considered to evaluate its impact on the OSADP.
The results presented in this work demonstrate that the
OSADP enables the establishment of federations, and greatly
increases the amount of downloaded data by the entire sys-
tem. Specifically, executing this protocol with only the EO
satellites allows downloading 7% more than not using it.
In this case, the potential benefits of applying this solution
are limited by the network disruption dissociated to the small
number of satellites deployed. Despite this limitation, the use
of the OSADP in current satellite missions improves the
downlink capacity. To mitigate this situation and fully eval-
uate the potential of the OSADP, a satellite backbone has
been integrated. Assuming a Telesat like mega-constellation–
with maximum communications ranges from 1500 km to
3000 km, and a data rate from 1 Mbps to 100 Mbps–is
included as network backbone, the system can download up to
15% (depending on the ISL characteristics) than the original
case. Finally, if the mega-constellation publishes its downlink
opportunities, the downloaded data growth is 118%, i.e. the
overall downloaded data is more than doubled.
As ISL subsystems with different communications ranges,
and data rates have been used, the study also provides infor-
mation about how these characteristics suit satellite networks.
These networks are characterized by being greatly variable,
having considerable changes on the different links that com-
pose the network. The retrieved results remark that an ISL
with greater data rate than larger range better matches this
kind of network. In particular, large data rate allows opti-
mizing the temporal links by exchanging more data, and
thus downloading more data for the entire system. Therefore,
for the purpose of download capacity, ISL with a high data
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rate should be promoted. For other goals (e.g. to minimize
latency), a different analysis must be conducted.
All these results demonstrate that the proposed protocol
can improve current and future EO missions by downloading
more data. As compared to the traditional solution of increas-
ing the number of ground stations, the OSADP reduces the
cost of the downloaded data (i.e. cost per byte), as the same
ground segment. Furthermore, the growth on the downlink
opportunities enables to retrieve the generated data faster
than in the traditional case. Finally, the OSADP enables to
optimize the satellite resources by notifying the available
ones to establish federations, as the FSS proposal.
Despite all these benefits, the potential of the OSADP is
limited by the network disruption. As previously discussed,
the protocol is originally conceived to provide mechanisms
to leverage the opportunity to consume services that remain
available during lapses of time. Therefore, the protocol defi-
nition does not take in consideration the network disruption.
Nevertheless, this fragmentation could miss the opportunity
to consume an available service due to the lack of a route.
In this regard, the application of disruptive-tolerant mecha-
nisms in the OSADP may be interesting protocol extensions
to be addressed in future investigations. These improvements
would enhance its features and allow it to achieve its maxi-
mum performance, which has been presented with the satel-
lite backbone case.
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